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Dear MedViz Supporter
The present issue is mostly dedicated to highlights from conferences, where students and researchers 
from the MedViz cluster have been actively involved and presented their work. We have also received 

good news from our MedViz partners at Department of Mathematics, UiB. 
Dr. Egil Bae and Professor Xue-Cheng Tai are selected as the speakers for 
the minitutorials in the next SIAM Conference in imaging sciences. This is 
a great honor for our colleagues  and we forward our warmest 
congratulations!
The SIAM Conference is one of the most important conferences for 
mathematical imaging. The distinguished events for the conference are the 
invited talks (5), minitutorial (2, each contains 2 hours of lectures) and the 
prize lecture (SIAM Prize), 
see http://www.math.hkbu.edu.hk/SIAM-IS14/. 
The minitutorial is announced at: 
http://www.math.hkbu.edu.hk/SIAM-IS14/Minitutorials.html
Moreover, we have had the pleasure of interviewing PhD student 
Jenny Hild Aase Husby at the Radiology Department, HUS and Clinical 
Department 1, UiB. 

Currently, Jenny is involved in the research project “Functional imaging to promote individualized 
and targeted therapy in endometrial cancer”, a collaboration between, amongst others, the 
Department of Gynecology and the Department of Radiology at Haukeland University Hospital. She 
takes her PhD at Clinical Department 1, MOF, the University of Bergen. Professors 
Ingfrid S. Haldorsen and Helga B. Salvesen are Jenny’s supervisors.

Conferences
The 5th National MedIm Conference for PhD students in Tromsø, 2.-3. October
The MedIm Conference this year took place at Rica Ishavshotel in Tromsø, with a splendid panorama 
view to the surroundings in the harbor. The conference gathered 125 participants, from which 19 
came from Bergen. We were thus a bit under represented compared to expectations. However, the 
participating PhD students from Bergen did a great job in presenting their work, and became well 
represented at the award winners list. The conference was well organized, as always, and the invited 
speakers also lifted the arrangement additionally. 

Award winners at the MedIm PhD Conference in Tromsø: 
Best poster: Rafael Palomar, Intervention Centre, Oslo University Hospital, 2: Sveinung Fjær and 
Sahba Shafiee, both from UiB. 
Best oral presentation: Kai Beckwith, Dept of Physics, NTNU, 2: Jenny Hild Aase Husby 3: Marianne 
Lundervik, both UiB/Haukeland University Hospital. 
Best image from inside the body: Elisabeth Romijn, Dept. of physics, NTNU 
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The best image by PhD student in physics Elisabeth Romijn shows a thin 
layer of collagen fibers in cartilage. The sample is from the outer layer of the 
cartilage, where the fibers and bundled.  The dark strait lines demonstrate a 
technique under current development which automatically determines the 
3D-orientation of the bundles, which per se might increase the knowledge of 
diseases related to changes in collagen structure. The image was taken by the 
aid of multi photon microscopy.

The next MedIm Conference will be organized 17.-18. June 2014 in Bergen, 
together with MedViz.

EFSUMB congress in Stuttgart, 9.-12. October
The 25th annual Euroson congress in the European Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology 
(EFSUMB) was organized in Stuttgart in October. Professor Odd Helge Gilja was elected as President-Elect in EFSUMB. 
This organization has 29 member countries and 20.000 members with the aim to promote science and education in 
ultrasound. Prof. Gilja will undertake the position as President within two years. Read more.

Three conferences at IEEE VIS 2013 in Atlanta, Georgia, USA, 13.-18. October
The conference went pretty well, Professor Helwig Hauser says.  There was a slight decline in terms of the overall 
numbers of attendees as compared to last year. The conference chair explained that the recent government shut-down 
caused that about 8% of the attendees were not able to come.  Still, close to 1000 attendees came and enjoyed three con-
ferences: IEEE VAST 2013, IEEE InfoVis 2013 and IEEE SciVis 2013, plus a lot of additional program, including 
workshops, tutorials, posters and arts program. See more details about the program via 
http://ieeevis.org/year/2013/info/vis-welcome/welcome.

Notable from the perspective of MedViz was that medical, biomedical and biological visualization was again a strong 
topic.  An entire symposium on biological visualization (IEEE BioVis 2013), that provided two full days of scientific 
program, and several papers, not at the least presented in the dedicated session ‘’Biomedical Visualization’’ at the IEEE 
SciVis 2013 conference, documented the importance of this application focus and its state-of-the-art visualization 
research.  Also, the Keynote talk (one for all of the three conferences) by Erez Lieberman Aiden, entitled ‘’Visualization 
vs. Expertise: Case Studies in Lexicography and Genomics’’, focused on this topic.

Notable from the perspective of Bergen research, a number of important contributions were made from Bergen 
researchers, including:
•Helwig Hauser from Bergen, J. Dykes from London and J. Heer from 
Seattle were paper co-chair of the biggest of the three conferences, the 
IEEE InfoVis 2013.
•Helwig Hauser from Bergen, St. Oeltze from Magdeburg and J. Kehrer 
from Vienna provided a half-day tutorial on the topic of Interactive 
Visual Analysis of Scientific Data
•Department of Informatics, UiB contributed four paper presentations 
(one by J. Parulek and A. Brambilla, two by S. Bruckner et al., one by 
H.Hauser et al.) and three posters (one by J. Parulek et al., one with 
St.Bruckner et al., one with H. Hauser et al.).

The start slide of one of the medical visualization 
talks (presented by Benjamin Köhler from Magdeburg).

Ragnar Nortvedt, Program Manager
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Upcoming events
31.Oct. – 1. Nov.:  Helse Vest Research Conference, Solstrand Hotel
6. Nov.:    K1 Department Day, Radisson Blu, Bryggen
14. November:   MedViz Walk & Talk
29. November:   MedViz Seminar
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